Why clear IAS Exam the Difficult way? Do it the Easier Way!
Why Aasaan IAS? The Key Advantages
#1. Helps in Understanding the mindset of the Paper setter!
Most of the IAS aspirants have desire to become an IAS officer. So they work hard
day & night, read many books and gain so much of knowledge. It is a good thing but
not sufficient to become an IAS officer. You can understand the fact, "Just wearing
the dress of a king, one cannot become a king". Similarly without changing the basic
nature of your thought process, just covering yourself with the knowledge which
is borrowed from books and other sources is not the surest way to be successful in
this race.
We at Aasaan IAS, focus on understanding the mindset of the paper setter and
analyzing what is expected from an ideal candidate. The entire program is designed
based on this key approach. One should improve one’s interpretation, analyzing,
comprehending and observational skills. Aasaan IAS works exactly on this.”
#2. Uses Imaginative Visual Approach!
Aasaan IAS has pioneered the unique Imaginative Visual Approach which makes
preparation up to ten times faster and easier. It is a novel concept which makes the
student visualize the situation immediately. When understood in this manner, the
concept gets embedded in the memory of the student and he/she will be able to
answer a question in a broader sense using commonsense not memory.
#3. Learning the way of learning!
The old age days of rote learning have gone! Most of the present day competitive
exams are based on understanding ability and commonsense. Though the syllabus
is same for all aspirants, some aspirants feel that the exam easy where as others
struggle to clear it. It is not just based on hard work. The way of understanding the
concepts plays a major role in clearing reputed competitive exams like Civil Services.
We at Aasaan IAS, Understand this fact and developed concepts based on such
learning method which the paper setter is expecting from the Candidate.
#4. Unparalleled Insights and Focus on Strategy!
Through in depth analysis of the previous year papers, we have developed insights
that are unique to each exam and are the key to cracking them. Every exam has a
different flavour and requires different strategy to crack. Eg. Civil Services Exam and
CAPF are both are conducted by UPSC but require entirely different approaches to
crack. Success in a competitive exam is 50 percent preparation and 50 percent

strategy. Thus we play equal emphasis on strategy which sadly is neglected by most
of the aspirants.

Available courses
#Transform into an IAS officer in 100 days
Ideal for: Working professionals
The course includes paper I and paper II of Civil Services Preliminary
examination, Essay and 4 GS papers of Mains examinations. This course also
includes interview tips.
The course is divided into 100 Episodes of approx. 4 hours each. Five Episodes will
be covered in a week. At the end of each week, summary of all the episodes of that
week will be provided and two tests (one for prelims and one for mains) will be
conducted. A video with the detailed explanation of the test will be added after that.
Live sessions will be taken at regular intervals to clear doubts.
Basic requirements: Laptop/Smart phone, Internet connection
Highlights of the Course
100 Episodes (400 + videos)
Online access for 1 year
Handouts in PDF form
13 weekly tests (Paper I - Pre)
22 weekly tests (Mains)
12 Half length tests (Paper II - Pre)
8 Mock tests (Paper I - Pre)
8 Mock tests (Paper II - Pre)
20 mock tests for Mains (4 each of Essay, GS 1, 2, 3, 4)
Detailed video Explanation of all tests
Summary lectures of all modules
Detailed Video Explanation to all Previous questions (1979 to 2018)
No doubt, if one religiously watches these 100 episodes, one can easily clear
the Civil Services exam.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#Gamya Course (Pre + Mains 2019)
Ideal for: Candidates who cannot (or do not want to) relocate to places where
physical classes will be held (due to Job or family priority)
This unique course is specially prepared for sincere aspirants who want to
prepare for Civil services exam in the simplest possible way without disturbing or
postponing the other priorities of life.

The course includes paper I and paper II of Civil Services Preliminary
examination, Essay and 4 GS papers of Mains examinations. This course also
includes interview tips.
The course is divided into 10 parts. 10 Pen drives /SD cards will be provided, one for
each part. Each part can be prepared in two weeks (20 hours each week). A special
live session will be held at the end of each part to clear doubts. Four tests (two for
prelims and two for mains) will be conducted at the end of each part. A live session
with the detailed explanation of the tests will be provided.
Basic requirements: Laptop/Smart phone
Highlights of the Course
400 + videos
All Videos and Handouts in Pendrive/ SD card
13 weekly tests (Paper I - Pre)
22 weekly tests (Mains)
12 Half length tests (Paper II - Pre)
8 Mock tests (Paper I - Pre)
8 Mock tests (Paper II - Pre)
20 mock tests for Mains (4 each of Essay, GS 1, 2, 3, 4)
Detailed video Explanation to all tests
Summary lectures of all modules
Detailed Video Explanation to all Previous questions (1979 to 2018)
No doubt, it is the simplest way to clear Services Examination
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#Yogya Course (For Pre 2019)
Ideal for: Candidates who want to clear preliminary examination in the easiest
possible way preparing from home with the minimum investment.
The course includes both paper I and paper II of Civil Services Preliminary
examination
The course is divided into 6 parts. 6 Pen drives /SD cards will be provided, one for
each part. Each part can be prepared in two weeks (20 hours each week). A special
live session will be held at the end of each part to clear doubts. Two tests (will be
conducted at the end of each part. A live session with the detailed explanation of the
tests will be provided.
Basic requirements: Laptop/Smart phone
Highlights of the Course
240 + videos
All Videos and Handouts in Pendrive/ SD card
12 weekly tests (Paper I - Pre)
12 Half length tests (Paper II - Pre)
8 Mock tests (Paper I - Pre)

8 Mock tests (Paper II - Pre)
Detailed video Explanation to all tests
Summary lectures of all modules
Detailed Video Explanation to all Previous questions (1979 to 2018)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#Parivartan Course (For 2020/21 aspirants)
Ideal for: Youngsters who want to be successful in life, by enhancing Logical,
Analytical and Understanding abilities and by learning the way of learning.

This course can transform your life by changing your thought process and can
enhance your knowledge with great insights on Historical, Cultural, Economical,
Political, Societal, Philosophical, Geographical, Environmental, Technological and
Ethical aspects.
The course includes paper I and paper II of Civil Services Preliminary
examination, Essay and 4 GS papers of Mains examinations. The course is divided
into 16 parts and practically can be prepared in 16 months working 50 hours a
month.
Course Duration: 3 years
Basic requirements: Laptop/Smart phone
Highlights of the Course
400 + videos
All Videos and Handouts in Pendrive/ SD card
16 monthly tests (Paper I - Pre)
16 monthly tests (Mains)
12 Half length tests (Paper II - Pre)
12 Mock tests (Paper I - Pre)
12 Mock tests (Paper II - Pre)
20 mock tests for Mains (4 each of Essay, GS 1, 2, 3, 4)
Detailed video Explanation to all tests
Summary lectures of all modules
Detailed Video Explanation to all Previous questions (1979 to 2018)
Personality development prog.
No doubt, it is going to be the best decision of life

Links:
Website:

www.aasaanias.com

Web tv:

tv.aasaanias.com

Aasaanias.com offers the smarter way to crack the Civil Services Exam. Here’s how
we are different from the traditional coaching institutes:

Traditional Way

The Aasaan IAS Advantages

Advised to Study hard for 16-18 hours a
day putting undue stress on the mind of
the aspirants making them confused and
unsure.

At Aasaan IAS, the study material has
been prepared after understanding the
mindset of the paper setter helping to
improve one’s critical thinking and
observational skills.

Burden yourself with borrowed
knowledge from books that may or may
not be relevant.

We make you understand to read what is
relevant only & and more importantly, to
leave out what may not be relevant.

Most institutes follow the traditional
classroom study modules where the
message is that your success depends
upon your memory power only. More you
learn, more chances of success.

Through years of research, the Aasaan
IAS has pioneered the unique
Imaginative Visual Approach which
makes preparation up to ten times faster
and easier. When understood in this
manner, the concept gets embedded in
the memory of the student and he/she
will be able to answer a question using
commonsense & not memory which is
the demand of the paper setter.

The traditional institutes still believe in
rote learning whereas Most of the
present day competitive exams are
designed to check the understanding
ability and commonsense of the
candidates.

Understanding the concepts plays a
major role in clearing competitive exams
like Civil Services. We at Aasaan IAS,
have developed the concepts based
learning methods which the paper setter
is also expecting from the Candidate.

Same traditional method of teaching that
has not evolved over the years. The
emphasis is only on covering the
syllabus.

The ‘syllabus approach’ does not work
anymore as every year; the civil services
exam has a different flavour. Through in
depth analysis of the previous year
papers, we have developed several
unique insights are the key to cracking
the future exams. Success in this exam
is 50% preparation and 50% strategy.

The traditional coaching institutes are
now frightfully expensive with no
guarantee of success. Average fee plus
living expenses sometimes crosses Rs.5
lac a year putting huge financial burden
on the families of aspirants.

Aasaan IAS uses the power of
technology to make preparation
convenient, effective and with huge cost
savings (almost 1/10th of the fee charged
by coaching institutes). All you need is a
laptop /smart phone and an internet
connection.

At the coaching institutes, you have to
follow a certain fixed routine and you fear
to miss the lectures.

Here you learn at your own pace and
with no wastage of travelling time. Also,
you can watch all episodes over and over
again till your concepts get clear.

For more information and further clarity, we invite the aspirants to visit our website

www.aasaanias.com
And check out our free modules.
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